Click Here To Shop This Collection!

CMA 878 Mariette
63” x 84” JR Friendly

CMA 876 Picnic - 66” x 66” FQ Friendly
Throw open the windows and take in the new season. Birds are bouncing, trees are budding, and nature is awakening. The Lady Bird Collection represents the harmony of spring and summer with landscapes painted in florals, and birds singing their song. I am always excited at the birth of a new year, enjoying walks in town to smell the new blooms. My hope is that this collection evokes the same feeling of excitement for you, so you can create something that brightens hearts and homes. As Lady Bird Johnson said herself, “Where flowers bloom so does hope.”
AUGUST DELIVERY
• 30 Prints  • 100% Premium Cotton
JR’s, LC’s, MC’s & PP’s include two each of 11872 and 11874-14, 16 & 17.